Using the fixed point method and the direct method, we prove the Hyers-Ulam stability of an additive functional equation, a quadratic functional equation, a cubic functional equation and a quartic functional equation in paranormed spaces.
In , Rassias [] during the th International Symposium on Functional Equations asked the question whether such a theorem can also be proved for p ≥ . In , Gajda [] , following the same approach as in Rassias [] , gave an affirmative solution to this question for p > . It was shown by Gajda [] , as well as by Rassias and Šemrl [] , that one cannot prove a Rassias-type theorem when p =  (cf. the books of Czerwik 
Throughout this paper, assume that (X, P) is a Fréchet space and that (Y , · ) is a Banach space.
In this paper, we prove the Hyers-Ulam stability of the Cauchy additive functional equation, the quadratic functional equation (.), the cubic functional equation (.) and the quartic functional equation (.) in paranormed spaces by using the fixed point method and the direct method.
Furthermore, we prove the Hyers-Ulam stability of the functional inequalities (.), (.) and (.) in paranormed spaces by using the fixed point method and the direct method.
Hyers-Ulam stability of the Cauchy additive functional equation
Using the fixed point method and the direct method, we prove the Hyers-Ulam stability of the Cauchy additive functional equation in paranormed spaces.
Let S be a set. A function m :
We recall a fundamental result in fixed point theory. In , Isac and Rassias [] were the first to provide applications of stability theory of functional equations for the proof of new fixed point theorems with applications. By using fixed point methods, the stability problems of several functional equations have been extensively investigated by a number of authors (see [-] 
for all x, y ∈ X. Let f : X → Y be a mapping such that
for all x, y ∈ X. Then there exists a unique Cauchy additive mapping A :
for all x ∈ X.
Proof Letting y = x in (.), we get
and so
for all x ∈ X. Consider the set
and introduce the generalized metric on S:
where, as usual, inf φ = +∞. It is easy to show that (S, m) is complete (see [, Lemma .]). Now we consider the linear mapping J : S → S such that
for all g, h ∈ S. for all x ∈ X. The mapping A is a unique fixed point of J in the set
This implies that A is a unique mapping satisfying (.) such that there exists a μ ∈ (, ∞) satisfying
This implies the equality
This implies that the inequality (.) holds true. It follows from (.) and (.) that
Corollary . Let r be a positive real number with r < , and let f : X → Y be a mapping such that
for all x ∈ X. http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2013/ 1/198 Proof Taking ϕ(x, y) = P(x) r + P(y) r for all x, y ∈ X and choosing α =  r- in Theorem ., we get the desired result.
be a mapping satisfying (.). Then there exists a unique Cauchy additive mapping
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of [, Theorem .].
Remark . Let r < . Letting ϕ(x, y) = P(x) r + P(y) r for all x, y ∈ X in Theorem ., we obtain the inequality (.). The proof is given in [, Theorem .].
for all x, y ∈ Y . Then there exists a unique additive mapping A : Y → X such that
Proof Letting y = x in (.), we get
for all x ∈ Y . Consider the set
for all x ∈ X. The mapping A is a unique fixed point of J in the set
This implies that A is a unique mapping satisfying (.) such that there exists a μ ∈ (, ∞) satisfying
This implies that the inequality (.) holds true. http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2013/1/198
It follows from (.) and (.) that
Thus A : Y → X is an additive mapping, as desired.
Corollary . Let r, θ be positive real numbers with r > , and let f : Y → X be a mapping such that
for all x, y ∈ Y . Then there exists a unique Cauchy additive mapping A :
Proof Taking ϕ(x, y) = θ ( x r + y r ) for all x, y ∈ X and choosing α =  -r in Theorem ., we get the desired result.
be a mapping satisfying (.). Then there exists a unique Cauchy additive mapping
for all x ∈ Y . 
for all x, y ∈ X. Then there exists a unique quadratic mapping Q  : X → Y such that
Proof Letting y = x in (.), we get
for all x ∈ X. The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem .. 
Proof Taking ϕ(x, y) = P(x) r + P(y) r for all x, y ∈ X and choosing α =  r- in Theorem ., we get the desired result.
be a mapping satisfying f () =  and (.). Then there exists a unique quadratic mapping Q
for all x ∈ X. http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2013/1/198
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of [, Theorem .].
Remark . Let r < . Letting ϕ(x, y) = P(x) r + P(y)
r for all x, y ∈ X in Theorem ., we obtain the inequality (.). The proof is given in [, Theorem .].
Theorem . Let
be a function such that there exists an α <  with
for all x, y ∈ Y . Let f : Y → X be a mapping satisfying f () =  and
for all x, y ∈ Y . Then there exists a unique quadratic mapping Q  : Y → X such that
for all x ∈ Y .
Proof Letting y = x in (.), we get
for all x ∈ Y . The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem .. 
Proof Taking ϕ(x, y) = θ ( x r + y r ) for all x, y ∈ X and choosing α =  -r in Theorem ., we get the desired result. 
Hyers-Ulam stability of the cubic functional equation (1.2)
Using the fixed point method and the direct method, we prove the Hyers-Ulam stability of the cubic functional equation (.) in paranormed spaces.
for all x, y ∈ X. Then there exists a unique cubic mapping C : X → Y such that
Proof Letting y =  in (.), we get
for all x ∈ X. The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem ..
Corollary . Let r be a positive real number with r < , and let f : Y → X be a mapping such that
for all x, y ∈ X. Then there exists a unique cubic mapping C : Y → X such that
Proof Taking ϕ(x, y) = P(x) r + P(y) r for all x, y ∈ X and choosing α =  r- in Theorem ., we get the desired result.
for all x, y ∈ X. Let f : X → Y be a mapping satisfying (.). Then there exists a unique cubic
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of [, Theorem .]. 
for all x, y ∈ Y . Let f : Y → X be a mapping such that
for all x, y ∈ Y . Then there exists a unique cubic mapping C : Y → X such that
Proof Letting y =  in (.), we get
for all x ∈ Y . http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2013/1/198
The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem ..
Corollary . Let r, θ be positive real numbers with r > , and let f : Y → X be a mapping such that
Proof Taking ϕ(x, y) = θ ( x r + y r ) for all x, y ∈ X and choosing α =  -r in Theorem ., we get the desired result. 
for all x, y ∈ X. Then there exists a unique quartic mapping Q  : X → Y such that
Proof Letting y =  in (.), we get
Corollary . Let r be a positive real number with r < , and let f : Y → X be a mapping satisfying f () =  and
for all x, y ∈ X. Then there exists a unique quartic mapping Q  : Y → X such that
Proof Taking ϕ(x, y) = P(x) r + P(y) r for all x, y ∈ X and choosing α =  r- in Theorem ., we get the desired result. 
for all x, y ∈ Y . Then there exists a unique quartic mapping Q  : Y → X such that
Proof Letting y =  in (.), we get
